The article considers some rare etiologies in contemporary recordings -non-biblical cosmogonic and folk biblical anthropogenic etiologies in the comparative and historical aspect. Cosmogonic etiologies are stories about the predetermination of spatial and temporal parameters of the world (texts about the origins of the elements of the earthscape, in particular, mountains; about the agreement made between God and Satan concerning the distribution of ascendancy over people at the beginning of the world and at the end of it; about the determination of the time of the existence of the world and the change of time); about the structure of the current status of the Universe (the Earth is round, it revolves and is supported by a giant turtle or tortoise); about the primary entity or body, from which the following emerges: the world (out of a child's body), a part of cultural space -a group of inhabited localities (out of a felled statue), and one of the primary elements -fire (out of a human). Anthropogenic folk biblical etiologies include stories about the origins of sexual relations between the first people (two versions); the birth of children out of different body parts (the head, through the side of the body); and the origins of hair on male bodies.
INTRODUCTION
According to its administrative division, there are 6 regions (oblasts) and 118 districts in Belarus. Archaic forms of folklore can be collected in Belarus even to this day. Among other texts, the collected pieces include new additions to etiologies, the earlier versions of which were mainly collected at the beginning of the twentieth century and no longer exist in the living heritage of many European countries. One of the purposes of folklore studies in Belarus has http://www.folklore.ee/folklore/vol72/boganeva.pdf 1 Etiological folktales have to do with biblical characters, elements, and motifs that are related to the Old Testament and the New Testament, Apocrypha, and other oral and written Christian tradition or mythology in general. Other etiologies do not usually relate directly to the Christian texts or the Bible, biblical events or characters, although some of them do. For example, the origins of storks, reasons for shortening down the ears of grain, for why a woman is always busy, etc., are not uncommonly incorporated into oral biblical narratives. 2 In order to achieve the purpose of the research, the following tasks should be accomplished: exploring the main concepts and terms that are used in the article; providing a brief description of the history of the research object and publications within the international and Belarusian context. The main part of the article analyses contemporary etiological legends, including cosmological stories with a background in vernacular Christianity and mythology, stories related to genesis and the end of the world, and also part of anthropogenic legends. The comparative historical method is used in the article to analyse the material. The presented material includes several new and rare, single variants of etiologies.
PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH
In comparison to fairy tales, etiological legends are poorly studied corpora of texts. At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, a number of regional studies were conducted within the territory of Belarus, as a result of which fundamental corpora of folklore texts were published, including popular prose with a substantial proportion of etiological legends, both biblical and non-biblical. These collections were compiled by Vladimir Dobrovol'skiy (1891), Yevdokim Romanov (1891 Romanov ( , 1912 , Pavel Sheyn (1874 Sheyn ( , 1893 , Michał Federowski (1897) , Aleksandr Serzhputovskiy (1911 Serzhputovskiy ( , 1930 , Czesław Pietkiewicz (1938) , and others. These collections contain a rich and varied set of texts, and their classification system, skilful delivery of the characteristics of dialects, and the personal touch of a storyteller have, in the long run, become benchmarks for regional publications; they have not faded from importance even today.
In Soviet times, starting from the 1930s, throughout the Eastern Slavic countries and later also in the countries of the "socialist camp", legends (also memorates and any kind of genre varieties telling about supernatural forcesmythological fairy tales, stories about miracles, mythological stories about God's help and punishment) were on the fringes of research interest due to their "religiousness" and "reactionism". In the volume Legendy í padanní (Legends and Stories), published by Grynblat and Gurskiy in 1983 as a part of the Belarusian academic series Folk Art, consisting of 47 volumes, almost the entire corpus of biblical and non-biblical legends is made up of records written by Vladimir Dobrovol'skiy, Yevdokim Romanov, Pavel Sheyn, etc ., made at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries. In the foreword to the second edition of this scientific work published in 2005, Mikhail Grynblat and Anton Gurskiy point out that, "as a matter of fact, Belarusian folk legends and stories are still poorly studied. There have been no separate works dedicated to the Belarusian legends and stories until recently. The first steps in this field are just being taken" (Grynblat & Gurskiy 2005: 11) .
Researchers started taking meaningful interest in etiological legends in the last decades of the twentieth century. One of the first national publications about etiologies was the collection of the Lithuanian author Norbertas Vėlius, titled Kaip atsirado žemė: lietuvių etiologinės sakmės (How the Earth Appeared: Lithuanian Etiological Legends) (Vėlius 1986) , which was translated into English and published later (Vėlius & Dapkute & Kupcinskaite 1998) . The research of Marlène Albert-Llorka, L'ordre des choses: Les récits d'origine des animaux et des plantes en Europe (The Order of Things: European Stories about the Origins of Animals and Plants), was also of considerable importance in terms of stimulating scientific interest in etiologies (Albert-Llorka 1991) .
Purposeful collection of such texts in the post-Soviet period started in the second half of the 1990s, within the framework of the inter-institutional and interdisciplinary scientific programme of the research of the territories of Belarus, titled The Current State of the Traditional Culture of Belarus, in which scientists from different institutions (including the Academy of Sciences of Belarus) and representatives of various branches of science (ethnologists, folklorists, ethnomusicologists, ethnochoreographers, art experts, etc.) participated.
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The programme provided for field research in every district of Belarus with as extensive coverage of the territories as possible. Series of questionnaires were initially developed in line with the methodology of the research, which were related to different types of traditional culture, including popular prose (Boganeva 1998) . Questionnaires were mainly compiled on the basis of the publications issued at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, and they were purposefully "verified" in the process of regional research.
www.folklore.ee/folklore Elena Boganeva In Belarus, within the framework of the regional studies of the current state of Belarusian folklore tradition, in 2002-2013, a 10-volume series called Traditional Artistic Culture of Belarusians was published, which had chapters about etiological legends (both non-biblical and biblical)
4 (Tradytsyynaya 2004: 719-724, 752-761; Tradytsyynaya 2006: 348-399; Tradytsyynaya 2009: 373-439; Tradytsyynaya 2011: 384-454; Tradytsyynaya 2013: 526-611) .
Ten years later, the team of contributors within regional studies published 20 specified and revised collector programmes pertaining to different types and genres of traditional culture, including popular prose (Boganeva 2008a) , folk Bible (Boganeva 2008b) , and folk Orthodoxy (Boganeva 2008c) . It is in the course of the fieldwork in different districts of Belarus that it became clear what kind of biblical and non-biblical legends are "massive", which ones are rare, and which of them were recorded as individual cases.
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A considerable contribution into the research and publication of etiological texts was made by such recent publications as the multi-authored (both foreign and Russian researchers) monograph called Contes et légendes étiologiques dans l'espace européen (Etiological Fairy Tales and Legends in the European Context) under the editorship of Galina Kabakova (2013) as well as a collection of etiological folklore texts of the nineteenth-twenty-first centuries with extensive commentaries, called U istokov mira: Russkie etiologicheskie skazki i legendy (At the Origins of the World: Russian Etiological Legends and Fairy Tales) (compiled and commented on by Olga Belova and Galina Kabakova) (2014).
TERMINOLOGY: EMIC AND ETIC TERMS
To designate oral folktales on biblical topics, the term folk Bible has become the most common in Slavonic studies, and this is exactly how the corpora of oral biblical texts were called by the Poles (Zowczak 2000 (Zowczak , 2013 , the Russians (Belova 2004) 6 , the Macedonians (Vrazhinovski 2006) , and the Belarusians (Boganeva 2010) . 7 The researchers use also the terms "the rural Bible" (Lammel & Nagy 1985) , "the Bible for the poor" (Lapucci 1985) , "the folklore Bible" (Badalanova 1994 (Badalanova , 1997 (Badalanova -1998 , "parabiblical folklore" (Lammel & Nagy 2005), etc. 8 In the opinion of Magdalena Zowczak, "the most emphatic term, 'folk Bible', came into use as a result of shifting the field of attention and concern of the humanities towards the phenomenon of 'frontier' cultures and the changes that are taking place as a result of migrations and the mixing of cultures. Studying the 'folk Bible' is similar to being interested in apocryphal stories, which is an example of both a shift in cultural discourse and changes in culture itself throughout the territories of post-communist countries" (Zowczak 2013: 9) . What is meant here is not only and not so much the territorial and geographical frontier, but rather the "frontier" cultural phenomena. In conclusion, the folk Bible is "on the borders" between oral and literary traditions, the canon and the Apocrypha, Christianity and archaic worldview paradigms.
In emic terms, the oral texts on biblical topics and with biblical plots are defined by rural informants in a depictive way, referring simultaneously to the oral tradition and a written source -either the Bible or the Law of God.
9 For example, when retelling a biblical story of the Creation, the informant says 10 :
Tak yana, mama, raskazyvala. Adam, according to the Bible, was a priest. And Eve was the mother of Saint Nicholas the Wonderworker.
As for the emic definition of non-biblical etiologies, according to my field observations of twenty years, they were referred to as anecdotes, parables, fairy tales, and sometimes even embellishments, without any precise meaning being read into those definitions. However, even if referring to etiological legends as fairy tales and anecdotes, as a rule, the bearers of tradition believe that they describe true events which happened an indefinitely long time ago, "when God walked the earth".
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A legend is not a term of folk origin, which is why, while collecting material, collectors have to ask questions related to plots, main characters, and etiological morals of popular legends: "Why can't a stork be killed?"; "Do they say that a stork (a cuckoo, a bear, etc.) comes out of a human?"; "Why is the aspen shaking?"; "Why does a swallow have a swallowtail?"; "Why doesn't a human know the time of his or her death?"; etc.
By answering such questions, storytellers open up different meanings in narratives, for example, discuss the relationship of truth-value and fantasy in stories. For example, the initial response to such questions among informants was quite similar -a forbearing smile would appear on their faces, as if it was about something trifling and not too serious. However, after hearing a legend followed by a question about whether it was the truth or a fairy tale, they would www.folklore.ee/folklore Elena Boganeva seriously say that it was not a fairy tale but rather the truth. For example, after hearing the legend about how God puts people into couples (one person in the couple is lazy, while the other one is hard-working), the informant starts reasoning about the "truthfulness" of this legend, and then suddenly notices a voice recorder in the collector's hand, which she had not paid attention to before. It means that in the perception of contemporary informants, legends have a dual status. On the one hand, they are not taken very seriously these days, since axiologically, they are more "inferior" with regard to the Holy Bible, for example (although in the oral tradition, the former is often mixed with the latter), but on the other hand, these are texts that are consecrated through tradition; they explain world phenomena, instruct, and, thus, are of extreme importance for the bearers of the tradition. Maybe this is the reason why etiological texts have been preserved in the rural traditional culture of Belarus until the present.
COSMOLOGICAL LEGENDS, GENESIS: DISTRIBUTION OF AND PARALLELS TO ETIOLOGICAL STORIES
Among the plots of etiological legends (folk biblical and non-biblical), recorded in the territory of Belarus in recent years, the most typical and widespread predominate, such as those about the origins of storks, cuckoos, bears, pigs, turtles, about a ban on killing spiders, the spots on the Moon, about why a woman is always busy, why humans do not know the time of their death, why a child
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does not walk until he or she turns one, why horses never eat their fill, cows do not work, the aspen tree is shaking, alder trees have red bark, the reasons for shortening the ear of grain (dogs' and cats' fate), etc. All of these plots have parallels in the Baltic and Slavic countries, while sometimes their geography can be even wider than that (see Berezkin & Duvakin; Vėlius & Dapkute & Kupcinskaite 1998; Kerbelite 2001; Belova 2004; Badalanova Geller 2008; Zowczak 2013) .
In addition to that, in the course of the past 20 years, some rare, single etiologies have also been recorded in the territory of Belarus, many of which have direct and indirect counterparts in the folklore of Slavic, Balkan, and Baltic people as well as in non-Slavic and non-European traditions. Today the most popular cosmogonic plots are folk biblical: about how God created the world in stages, day after day (Boganeva 2010: 14-15) . In Western and Central Polesye there are legends about "how a spider whisked the light" (Tradytsyynaya 2009: 373-374; Tradytsyynaya 2013: 585-586) . Many other etiologies also have parallels in the folklore of different nations. The collection efforts made in the last decade have broadened our existing knowledge of genesis stories. We have seen the addition of several dualist creation motifs, and there are interesting parallels between several oriental traditions, according to which the world is created by dividing up a (human) being. Parallels to this motif can also be found in Slavic and other traditions. Such motifs include, for example: the origins of the Earth's relief (the devil scatters mountains, competing with God); the world order (the Earth is round, it revolves and is supported by a giant turtle or tortoise); the change of time (angels "added" 200 extra years of existence to our world); how God allowed Satan "to rule the world" and how things turned out; the genesis of the world from the body of a child; the genesis of a group of villages from a huge statue that broke into pieces; the genesis of fire from the body of a man. Let us have a closer look at each of these etiologies.
In 2012, a rare, in terms of current existence, recording of the legend about the origins of the Earth's relief was made: '. 16 (Tradytsyynaya 2013: 585) They said that once God argued with the devil. The devil would live in heaven in those days, too. And God cast the devil from heaven. When he fell down, he swept away half of the stars from the sky with his tail. My grandfather told me. My grandfather would go to church, ten kilometres on foot. 'Why did He cast down the devil?' -'God took great power for him. And they started arguing and scattering... The devil started scattering mountains. And the water runs like tears, and the man has to go by boat. He goes by boat and bumps against those mountains and says: 'The devil scattered those mountains!' -he swears at the devil. And then: 'Thank God! I crossed it!' The devil didn't like it.
The dualistic motives are very well pronounced in this legend -the joint creation of the world by God and devil. Among Belarusians, the legends with full-fledged dualistic motifs, where the devil takes soil from the sea bottom to create land, "spoils" the earthscape with marshes and mountains, "spoils" humans with diseases, tries to create some animals (wolf, goat, horse, and others, but cannot make them alive without God), were on numerous occasions recorded at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries by Belarusian folklorists and ethnologists Pavel Sheyn (1874: 428-429; 1893: 340-342) , Yevdokim Romanov (1891: 1-10, 153-158), Vladimir Dobrovol'skiy (1891: 230-240), Aleksandr Serzhputovskiy (1911: 171-173) , and others. At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, this type of plot was repeatedly recorded among the Belarusians, Russians, Ukrainians, Bulgarians, Serbians as well as among non-Slavic ethnoses inhabiting Russia (the Karelians, Finns, Udmurts, Mordovians, etc.) (Kuznetsova 1998; Badalanova Geller 2011; Grynblat & Gurskiy 1983: 32-64; Belova & Kabakova 2014: 22-48) . At present, dualistic plots have become irrelevant for the bearers of tradition and only rarely pop up in etiological legends (both non-biblical and folk biblical). A text about who rules the world, recorded in the village of Byvalki, Loyevsky District, Gomel Region, in 2011 also belongs to ambivalent plots about the beginning and the end of the world at the same time. 17 (Tradytsyynaya 2013: 585) .
And God said to the devil: 'Let him rule! Let him rule all of those people!' And God no longer rules, but the devil rules our youth. Because they indulge in lust. It is all because of vodka! Vodka is always on top. They don't want a job, kids, they want nothing. They get rid of their children because of vodka. 'Has God allowed the devil to rule the world?' -'Yes, God. But very soon God will resume his rule. He told him, allowed him: 'Go on, rule! We'll see what happens.' And this is what's happening...
The narration can be perceived as eschatological, all the more so if it is told within the context of a talk about eschatology. However, there are no predictions about the end of the world and the coming of the Antichrist in the text. On the opposite, there is a prophecy saying that the world will soon be ruled by God again because the devil has not managed "to be a good ruler". There is also a parallel to the teaching of the Bogomils which said that Satan (Sataniel) subdued mankind completely, and his rule will reign on the Earth for a very long time, until God releases mankind from the power of Satan (Yastrebov 1993: 269-274) . It is more rational to consider this text not as eschatological, but as a dualistic legend about the beginning of times, when a decision was made about who is going "to rule these people" and for how long. 'What does the world stand on?' … 'On a turtle. It goes round and round, the old women said…' -'What is it like -round or flat?' -'They said it was round. It keeps on going round and round. On the back of the turtle. And the sky is holding on... They say when the end of the world comes, the sky will fall down. And all of us will be…' -'Who is holding the sky? Why doesn't it fall down?' -'They say it's in the air, the air is holding it. They say there are angels flying over there, people's souls, the old women said. Yeah, souls, when a person dies, his soul goes to heaven. The soul Elena Boganeva is in heaven. The body will rot, and the soul will be flying around in heaven. Souls can fly.'
A contemporary text about the Earth being supported by a turtle (tortoise) is rare among Belarusians not only with relation to contemporary recordings. In the popular versions of cosmogonies, in the recordings that date back to the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, made in the territory of Belarus, the Earth stands on a fish (Serzhputovskiy 1930: 22; Federowski 1897: 162) , on three or four whales (Romanov 1912: 292; Serzhputovskiy 1930: 21-22 ), or on a chicken leg (Federowski 1897: 162-163) . A turtle was not involved in those recordings.
In addition to the contemporary text cited above, another recording about a turtle holding the world, made in Belarusian territory (Eastern Polesye) is available:
Zyamlya na cherepasí. Yana bula bu ŭuzh, bu zhaba. Bog yey nakinuŭ cherap.
19 (Sudnik & Tsiv'yan 1982: 146) The Earth on the turtle. It was like a grass snake, like a toad. God put a skull on it.
In these recordings, there is a good reason why a turtle appears as an image of the Earth's anchorage: firstly, two known recordings were made in Polesye, which, in addition to being regarded as one of the most archaic Slavic areas (see Tolstoy 1983: 6-8) , is also the northern part of the natural habitat of the fresh-water turtle (see also Boganeva 2012: 104-107) . Secondly, the turtle is a widespread zoomorphic character in the cosmogonies of different Eurasian peoples and of the Indian tribes in North America (see Berezkin 2005: 251-279; Sharakshinova 1980: 26) . Herewith the distribution can be regarded as typological, 20 since the image of a turtle, whose shell can carry a load that exceeds its own weight many times, is perfectly suitable for functioning as a support for a load as huge as the Earth itself.
It is commonly known that cosmogony often transgresses into eschatology and the other way round. In recent years, we have been able to observe many times how a storyteller, beginning to talk about the last times, moves on to talking about the Creation. Or, while attempting to describe the world ordercosmography -proceeds to talk about the last times. A contemporary text about a turtle holding the world, cited above, is not an exception in this sense either. In this text, the description of the world state and order (the Earth is round, it goes round, and lies on the turtle) moves on to informing the listener that "when the end of the world comes, the sky will fall down", followed by a transgression from a "collective" eschatology to an individual one, i.e., what happens to a person after his or her death.
A plot about the genesis of the Earth from the body of a child is typical neither for Belarusian folklore nor for any other Slavic or even European peoples. In spite of its uniqueness, this plot does not seem random or accidental, but it appears to be quite typological or even archetypal, since the motif of the genesis of the world from the body of a child (a human) is intrinsic in a huge number of mythologies throughout the territories of Asia, Africa, Oceania, and South America (Berezkin & Duvakin: B2A; B2C) . 22 Incidentally, in terms of its meaning, the recording made in Belarus turns out to be quite close to another type of etiological texts -the world emerging from the body of the first human (Purusha)
Vygan vyalíkí…
23 (Berezkin & Duvakin: B43 The wide world is from the Holy Spirit, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father; the Sun is from God's face, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father; the young bright moon is from God's breast, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father; the dark nights are from God's hair, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father; the morning dawn is from God's garments, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father; the stars are from God's eyes, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father; the tempestuous wind is from God's breath, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father; the fine rain is from God's tears, Christ himself, the Heavenly Father.
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The famous apocryphal Story of the Creation of Adam by God
25 has the same plot, which is reversed: it is not the world that is created from human body, but a human body is created from the elements of the world.
[This is how God made a man]: 1) the body was made from soil; 2) bones were made from stones; 3) blood was made from the sea; 4) eyes were made from the sun; 5) thoughts were made from clouds; 6) light was made from light; 7) breath was made from wind; 8) warmth was made from fire. (Pypin 1862) Thus an individual Belarusian recording turns out to be incorporated into the tradition of ancient Russian mythological and apocryphal texts, in which the world does not simply correlate with the human body, but is linked to it under the genesis principle.
One more text correlates with the previous one about the genesis of the world with the genre that can be classified as toponymic stories.
26 This is a tale about the origins of the names of a group of villages -Tsytskovichi, Grudkovichi, Cherepa, Golovichi, Gornovschina, Puzovo, Ridkovichi, Zubki, etc., in Kletsk District, Minsk Oblast. There was a statue once, … then it collapsed. … They hit it from a cannon, and it was gone. And they built a village in every single place where they found pieces of the statue. It was a long, long time ago. We have Rudkovichi, Grudkovichi -arms. There was Puzovo, Tsytskovichi. Cherepa -they found a skull there. Golovichi -they found a head. Gornovschina -from the breast. Puzovo -belly. And we have Zubki, too, we border with them. It crashed right here, nearby.
Just like the myths about the creation of the Earth from the human body, in this story, a significant feature is the creation of a specific utilized cultural space (villages) from a cultural object (a statue). Herewith we should pay attention to the fact that while in the previous etiology the world was created from a living child (just like in Golubinaia Kniga, where the world is created from living Christ), in the toponymic story the statue collapsed, and its parts were scattered all over a specific area. In this respect, it is the story that corresponds to the type of etiologies labelled "Purusha" by Berezkin and Duvakin (B43) much more than the legend about the found child.
LEGENDS ABOUT THE END OF THE WORLD
Let us go back to stories about the end of the world. In 2012, a detailed narrative about the end of times was recorded: Today we are living any way we like. He said that after two thousand years, there will be nothing, everything will be burning, the end of the world will come. When will it happen? I think we're heading that way.
In this narrative, the prophecies about the last times before the end of the world, which are common for the Belarusian vernacular religious stories, transgress into a single (for Belarus) etiology about the primary purpose and change of times. The recordings of such etiologies also exist, for example, among the Russians and the Komi. In the Russian version, God's messenger brings the books written for people, which say how long the world will exist. The messenger adds 200 years more, during which people will be living in great depravity, and that will be the time before the end of the world. 31 In the Komi legend, extra years are added neither by the angels nor by God's messenger, but by Solomon, who chained Satan in hell until the end of times, and, on his way to Mount Zion, changed the inscription on the stone post put up by Christ, saying that "people will live for a thousand years, and then changes will come". Solomon added 1,000 years, not 200 32 (Limerov 2012: 35-36) . A full text of the Komi legend corresponds to the international fairy tale plot ATU 803 about Solomon chaining Satan in hell with a trick, using the chain that will keep him there till the end of times. The Belarusians, Russians, and Ukrainians have a similar fairy tale plot about Satan's chain (Sravnitel'nyy 803), but without the legendary fragment concerning the change of times. Perhaps the source for this fragment is an international fairy tale plot about Solomon, from which the Belarusians and Russians singled out an independent legendary plot that helped them to justify the end of the world. There are counterparts to that one neither in contemporary recordings made in Belarus nor in the recordings made by collectors in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Concerning the origins of fire, at the end of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth centuries, recordings were made in Belarus, according to which fire originates from perun (lightning) that was used by God when he wanted to kill the devil, who seduced Adam and Eve in Paradise (Federowski 1897: 239; Pietkiewicz 1938: 29-30) ; God taught Man to make fire, showing to him how to rub pieces of wood against each other. The devil saw how to make fire, which had become "as huge as a forest" and scorched him, and made it himself. The devil took fire into hell "to torture sinful souls with fire" (Federowski 1897: 239; Serzhputovskiy 1930: 25-26) . The Ukrainians from Transcarpathia have a similar version of the story. However, they believe that fire was invented by the angels that fell from grace and headed to hell. They invented fire in hell to torture sinful souls (Sen'ko 1993: 21-22) . Christ and Peter stole fire from the devil, who had laid the fire near the road, to bring it to people. Similar etiological versions exist among the Russians and the Polish (in Polish Yule-songs).
CREATION OF FIRE
The Slavs do not know tales about the genesis of fire from a human, although the European geography of the plot describing the anthropomorphic embodiment of fire and the God of Fire is quite extensive (Baltic-Scandinavian, Balkan, South-European) (Kerbelite 2001: 252; Berezkin & Duvakin: D1) . Additionally, the Finns have a legend about fire being given birth to by a woman, who had carried to term but was only able to give birth in the sea and could not touch the newborn (Berezkin & Duvakin: D3) .
As for a ban on beating fire, it exists among the Ukrainians living in Sloboda Ukraine. In particular, it was forbidden to spit on fire, since in the afterlife, any person who spit on fire would be licking a burning-hot pan (Chubinskiy 1995: 49) .
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LEGENDS ABOUT THE CREATION OF PEOPLE
While all of the original cosmogonic etiologies were non-biblical, all of the rare anthropogenic etiologies that are under consideration in this article are folk biblical. The selection provided here makes up part of the motifs in legends about the creation of people.
The most frequent motifs of anthropogenic legends are folk biblical plots about the creation of the first people (Adam from the dust of the ground and Eve from Adam's rib), the differences between the sexes (after the fall from grace, people lost their "fingernail" bodies, and sex differences between men and women came into being). This also includes the etiologies about why children cannot walk from their birth and why people do not know the time of their death, which are widespread in Belarus.
As for rare, single recordings of etiologies pertaining to the origins of people, the following has been recorded in the last 20 years: about how sexual intercourse between Adam and Eve happened (two versions); why women do not give birth through the top of their heads; why men have hair on their bodies.
Íshlí yany ŭdvaíkh -staíts' mora. Cheraz mora lyazhyts' kladka. Yany na etu kladku ŭzyyshlí. A eta kladka zasygalasya. Eta Yeva sela, a ety staíts' lya yaye Adam. Í zrabílasya: mora nyama, a mos'tsík takí astaŭsya. Yany na kladku stalí, uzho í níma mora, bylo mora, a zrabíŭsya mos'tsík. Í abkhvatsíla íkh noch. Í shto -adnamu legtsí tol'kí, drugomu níma dze legtsí. Í vot aní tut sablaz'nílí drug druga.
34 (Tradytsyynaya 2013: 534-535) They were walking together -and then there was the sea right in front of them. There was a boardwalk across the sea. They stepped on the boardwalk. But it wobbled. Eve sat down, and Adam stood right beside her. And this is what happened: there was no sea any longer, but just the boardwalk. They were standing on the boardwalk, there was no sea, just the bridge. And then the night embraced them. And if one of them would lie down, another one would have nowhere to lie. And this is when they seduced each other.
The full text is an extensive narrative with the contamination of many motives: the creation of Adam and Eve, their skin as if covered by fingernails before the fall from grace, the fall from grace of the first people, turning a man into a stork, origins of hair on human bodies, etc. When specifying details, the informant provides the following version of the text: They were walking across the river or across the sea, and they saw a boardwalk. They kept on walking, and then the night fell. They walked into the night. The night came -where to go? And then there was a bridge. But only one person could lie on that bridge. If Adam lies down, there will be no place for Eve. If Eve lies down, there will be no place for Adam. This is when they sinned before God. This is how it happened.
In this interpretation, the etiology of the sexual relationship between men and women is singular, although the perception of the fall from grace of the first people as having sexual relations is typical of many Slavic (Belarusian, Ukrainian, Russian, Polish, Bulgarian, etc.) traditions. In the text cited above, an original element is the motif of crossing the sea over the bridge, which was obviously borrowed from magic fairy tales, while at the same time it is perfectly logical and justified: the transition from the "Paradise" state into the earthly life is depicted via mythologically rich images of the sea (water barrier), and a bridge (crossing the barrier, connecting the worlds).
As for the next text about the origin of sexual relations, in the Belarusian version it is clearly incomplete and very unclear. 'Did Adam and Eve have children?' -'Yes, of course they did. They sinned before God. They said they were washing a kerchief or something... And there was nowhere to dry it. I don't remember how they were drying it. Adam... They sinned together.' -'What kind of kerchief were they washing?' -'A handkerchief. They sinned, and then it all started.'
The motif of a kerchief washed and dried by Adam and Eve in relation with the fall from grace is clarified in comparison with the Polish narratives about the fall from grace, particularly with the following text: (Zowczak 2013: 96) In another version of the Polish legend, Adam and Eve went down to the river and washed a handkerchief. There was nowhere to dry it, and Eve saw Adam's branch. She put the handkerchief on his branch. Adam grew tired of holding the handkerchief and snuggled against Eve. At this very moment, the devil disguised as a bull butted Adam at his back -"this is how the world started" (ibid.). According to the comment made by Zowczak, the Polish texts differ in the fact that in the first case, sexual relations start by themselves and at the will of God. In the second case, sexual intercourse happens as a result of the act of the devil disguised as a bull, who is literally pushing Adam into intercourse (ibid.).
Since the Belarusian text (more precisely, a fragment of it) was recorded in the Brest Oblast, which had been under the jurisdiction of Poland until 1939, 37 in this case we can assume a direct borrowing from the local Polish tradition. Along all other folk biblical motifs of the Belarusian-Polish frontier, this particular plot is absent from the Belarusian territory in contemporary existence, while many others are widespread until now (about the miraculous growth of wheat, the spider who saved the Holy Family, the reasons why an aspen tree shakes, a prudent bandit, turning Christ into wheat, etc.) (see Tradytsyynaya 2009: 388-394; Boganeva 2010: 79-89) .
A rare folk biblical anthropogenic legend is also the etiology explaining why women do not give birth through the top of their heads.
Eto bylo tak. Byla, vobshcham, Yeva byaremenna, vot. Yey nada bylo razhats'. Í Bog skazaŭ tak, shto yes'lí ty, Adam, z'yasí yablako... Yana skora razhala, yana ne razhala tudeyu, kudeyu zaraz razhayuts'. Eto maya s'vyakrukha raskazvala. Yana tsem'yam razhala, tut, dze ŭ nas tsem'ya, Yeva razhala yeto dzítso. Í, znachyts', nya 38 (Tradytsyynaya 2013: 533) This is how it happened. Right, so, Eve was pregnant. It was time for her to give birth. And God said that if you, Adam, eat an apple... Soon she started giving birth, but she was giving birth through a different place than the one women give birth through today. My mother-in-law told me this. She was giving birth through the top of her head, this is how Eve gave birth to her child. It means that Adam should not have eaten that apple. But he did, and now he has an apple in his throat. And women do not give birth to children through the top of their heads.
I am not going to dwell upon the motif of miraculous birth through the leg, the top of the head, etc., because this topic is too extensive and is partially dealt with in the Analytic Catalogue by Yuri Berezkin and Evgeniy Duvakin (F2) . In Europe, this motif comes across repeatedly in the legends of ancient Greece, particularly in the legends about the birth of Dionysus -through Zeus's hip, and the birth of Athena -from Zeus's head; in Icelandic legends called the Prose Edda we observe the entire generation of frost giants that are born from the leg of the giant Ymir: "They say that once after falling asleep he broke into perspiration, and he birthed a male and a female from the pits of his arms. And his legs together begat a son. And this is where all of his offspring, the frost giants, came from" (Sturluson 1970: 11) . In Slavic legends a miraculous birth is usually ascribed not to Eve, but to Mary, the mother of Jesus. The same motif exists in the Belarusian tradition, too. (Boganeva 2010: 64) He is a son of God. Born from a simple girl... She said... They came to visit that girl and told her: 'You are pregnant!' And she said: 'How can I be pregnant if I don't have a husband?' And they said: 'You are pregnant from the Holy Spirit, and you will give birth to God's Son. And he will be named Jesus Christ.' And this is indeed what happened. And she did not give birth the way we do. But through the side. … An angel came from the skies and told her that she was blessed by the Holy Spirit. 'So did she give birth through the side?' -'Yeah, yeah. … She didn't give birth the way we do!'
The motive of the birth of Christ from the head of Mary, the mother of Jesus, also pops up in the legends of the Ukrainians living in Podolia (Chubinskiy 1995: 160) . In the legends of the Hutsuls, Christ is born from the cross which "jumped out of the water" and hit the armpit of the Mother of God (Belova 2004: 313 The motif of the initial hairiness (together with the motive of "fingernail"-type bodies) of people also occurs in Polish (Zowczak 2013: 97) and Bulgarian (Badalanova 1997 traditions, among the Ukrainians living in Transcarpathia and the Old Believers from Kirov Oblast (Belova 2004: 241) .
As for the emergence of hair on human bodies, Vladimir Gnatyuk (Galicia, Western Ukraine) reveals the following etiology. Eve was not afraid of Adam at all, and Adam started asking God to make Eve scared of him, perhaps just a little. God told him to go into the river and wash his face, then he would have a beard and moustache. This is what Adam did, and then he put his hand between his legs, and had hair there, too. Eve was not scared that much, and she decided to do the same thing as Adam to make Adam scared of her. But when she entered the river, a bee stung her between her legs. Eve seized her perineum with a wet hand, and hair appeared there. Eve did not touch her body with wet hands anymore, because she was afraid of the bee (Gnatyuk 1902: 23) . A similar plot exists in the Lithuanian tradition: Adam washed his head, chin, and the area around his mouth with spring water, and hair started growing there. Eve washed her head and flicked the flies away with wet hands. The parts of her body that she touched became covered with hair (Kerbelite 2001: 53) .
In Belarus, there is an original version of the etiology with the motif of squeezing through a gap in the fence. As Volodina has pointed out, "in the Gomel version of the legend, hair started growing on the chest and the genitals of a man after he was trying to squeeze through a gap in the fence in order to chase a wolf away from the sheep" (Volodina 2013) . A desire to squeeze through the fence is perfectly clear within the framework of the sound peasant pragmatics. However, the idea of the fence itself and squeezing through it are deeply mythological in the actional language of the culture, where they symbolise a successful crossing of the inter-universe border.
CONCLUSIONS
The existence and distribution of etiological plots (non-biblical about the origins of the universe and folk biblical about the genesis of human beings), without any doubt, reflect a specific level and character of folk religiousness, i.e., the actualisation of religious experience in culture (see Panchenko 1998: 8) . In the vast majority of cases contemporary rural informants of the older generation belong both to the culture of the oral tradition, and the written, "technical" one (see Chistov 2005: 26-43 about the fundamental differences between those culture types). Among the generation born in the 1920s, there are still some informants who did not have any school education at all, but the majority of them have primary education (four years). The vast majority of the representatives of the generation born in the 1930s-40s have either primary or secondary education (7-10 years). This means that they can acquire knowledge about the origins of the universe and human beings both from the oral local tradition and from written sources (including radio, TV, mass media, etc.). This is why there are contaminations of traditional oral perceptions with the prevailing scientific worldview, resulting in "the Earth is round, it goes round, and lies on the back of the turtle".
As for the folk Bible, even though today the Bible is generally available, and the informants are able to read it, the proportion of people reading it (especially the Old Testament) among rural bearers of the Orthodox and Catholic tradition is relatively small. At the same time, at the contemporary stage, they find their way around biblical events quite easily, particularly in Western Belarus where the tradition of religious upbringing in families has virtually not been interrupted, and informants often recall older members in their families reading something to them from the Bible (see Boganeva 2015: 285-303) . This is why in a vast majority of recordings about the creation of the world and people informants retell the first chapters of the Book of Genesis, in some cases quite close to the original. Dualistic motifs are rarely present in contemporary recordings.
It is as a result of all of the factors listed above as well as due to universal globalisation processes, migration, the distribution of technical communication means, etc., that the field of rural traditional culture in general and of etiological prose in particular is narrowing in Belarus year after year. Nevertheless, even in current decades the corpus of the recordings of facts and artefacts of the rural oral tradition is replenished and expanded, including some rare facts that are deeply enrooted in the tradition of etiologies.
NOTES 1
The term "etiological legends" in the sense specified above is used all over Europe.
2 As far as tradition bearers are concerned, these biblical texts are quite often related to the Bible in particular. For example, Adam and Eve are turned into storks as a punishment for their fall from grace (Boganeva 2010: 39) , ears of grain also stop being filled with grain from the bottom to the top as a result of the fall from grace (ibid.: 18, 26) , and this is also the reason why a woman is always much busier than a man (ibid.: 28-29).
3 Following the results of this work, which lasted from 1995 until 2013, 10 volumes within the series The Traditional Artistic Culture of the Byelorussians, mentioned above, were published, covering all the 6 historical and ethnographical regions of Belarus.
4 Elena Boganeva authored and compiled these chapters.
5 According to its administrative division, there are 6 regions (oblasts) and 118 districts in Belarus. In the course of 20 years, the author of this article conducted field research in the 64 districts of all of the regions of Belarus (10-12 districts per region, 6-8 villages studied in each district). In addition to the team mentioned above, which was doing field research in 1995-2013, regional studies were also carried out by regional universities (within the framework of student practice at philology departments), and also the staff of the Academy of Sciences on separate topics. Talking about rare and individual etiologies, I also considered archives (academic and university ones) and publications on relevant topics.
6 In her collection, Belova studies the Eastern Slavic etiological legends of the folk Bible.
7 The term folk Bible itself has not appeared in recent decades parallel to the writings mentioned above, but was used by Russian researchers of the Apocrypha at the end of the nineteenth century, for example, in the work by Mochul'skiy, Traces of the Folk Bible in Slavic and Old Russian Writing Systems (Mochul'skiy 1893), but it became obsolete for almost a century.
